Pub Quiz Fundraiser
Staying in is the new going out, and staying in whilst having a great time connecting with friends (and
making some money for charity) is the new being an absolute legend!
The Wave Project Pub Quiz is perfect for playing as a family, via video link, by email, or even over the
phone (simply omit the picture round!) – will you prove yourself to be a proper pro, or just a quizzing
kook?
If you enjoy it, all we ask is that teams consider making a donation to help us continue to provide
life-changing surf therapy for isolated young people: waveproject.co.uk/get-involved/donate

What you’ll need:
For the quiz
• A quizmaster to read the questions and organise proceedings (they can still play if they don’t look
at the answers until the end of the quiz!)
• Teams!!! Any size and all ages are fine – you decide how big or small.
• A pen and paper, or some way of writing down your answers.
• An awesome team name.
• For the picture round - a laptop, phone or some device with a screen to view the pictures (you can
print them out, but please consider the trees!)
For the bonus Super Creativity round
• Anything you can get your hands on in your home.
• Some way to share your masterpiece with your friends and family – either a photo or via video.
Time
• Around an hour to an hour and a half (you can take longer if you want to).

Before you start:
• Make sure all Teams are ready and can hear you.
• Send round the separate Picture Sheet to each Team.
Explain the bonus Super Creativity round:
Using whatever they can find in their houses, each team has to create an ocean scene! This could be
a jellyfish made out of tinfoil, seahorses made from socks, or waves and surfers made from towels
and spoons...! The only limit is imagination. They have the whole length of the quiz to make this, and
whoever is judged by all Teams to have made the BEST one gets a bonus 5 points!

Get ready to quiz!

The Rounds
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

General Knowledge
Science and Nature
Sport
Pictures
History
True or False
Bonus Round – Super Creativity

Round 1 – General Knowledge (8 questions)
1. Which is the smallest country in the world?
2. How many leaves does a shamrock have?
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Which of the world’s oceans is the biggest?
How many legs does a lobster have?
What Disney film has the same name as the Hawaiian or Maori word for ocean?
Which language is spoken by the most people?
‘Everything is Awesome’ is a song from what 2014 animated film?
Which fruit is the most popular and most consumed in the world?

Round 2 – Science and Nature (8 questions)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Which animals are known to surfers as ‘men in grey suits’?
How long does it take for the earth to spin round once?
Which gas makes up most of the air we breathe?
If you see a meteorologist on TV, what are they usually pointing at?
Which river (the longest in Britain) has a wave that travels up it for miles at high tides?
What instrument do we use to learn if a person has a fever?
What are animals without a backbone called?
Our galaxy is the same shape as what baked good?

Round 3 – Sport (8 questions)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Five new sports have been added for the Tokyo Olympics – name two of them.
In what kind of sport would an athlete find themselves on top of a pommel horse?
How many bases are there on a baseball field?
In which sport could you get away with shouting ‘BOGEY’?
From which country does Samba dancing come?
When climbing, where on your body would you wear crampons?
Which flag is waved in motor racing to show the winner?
In netball, for what does WA stand?

Round 4 – Pictures (10 questions) - Separate picture sheet also available.
Name these famous people who like to take to the waves!
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Round 5 – History (8 questions)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

What came first: woolly mammoths or the Pyramids?
Who was the “Lady with the Lamp” during the Crimean War?
In what country did the Olympic Games start?
Who invented the telephone?
What did Martin Luther King famously say he had?
What animal did Hannibal take over the Alps in 218 BC?
What famous structure was built on Salisbury Plane in the third millennium BC?
Which European capital city was divided by a wall between 1961 and 1991?

Round 6 – True or False (10 questions)
1. Agatha Christie was one of the first Brits to try stand up surfing in Hawaii.
2. People in the UK drink more tea per person than anywhere else in the world.
3. Squirrels stop forests growing by eating acorns and other seeds.
4. Your brain uses 50% of the calories you burn in a day.
5. Enjoying a bath can have as positive an impact on your mental health as going for a run.
6. Cows can’t recognise each other personally.
7. Magnolia trees are pollinated by beetles.
8. Only one member of the Beach Boys liked to surf.
9. In Switzerland, if you own a guinea pig, you aren’t allowed any other pets.
10. The French name for a pie chart is a Camembert chart.

STOP HERE IF YOU DON’T WANT TO
SEE THE ANSWERS!!!

ANSWERS
Round 1 – General Knowledge
1. Which is the smallest country in the world?
The Vatican (in Rome)
2. How many leaves does a shamrock have?
Three
3. Which of the world’s oceans is the biggest?
The Pacific – it covers more than 1/3 of the whole earth
4. How many legs does a lobster have?
10 (8 walking legs and 2 larger claw legs)
5. What Disney film has the same name as the Hawaiian or Maori word for ocean?
Moana
6. Which language is spoken by the most people?
Chinese (Mandarin Chinese)
7. ‘Everything is Awesome’ is a song from what 2014 animated film?
The LEGO Movie
8. Which fruit is the most popular and most consumed in the world?
Tomatoes

Round 2 – Science and Nature
1. Which animals are known to surfers as ‘men in grey suits’?
Sharks!
2. How long does it take for the earth to spin round once?
24 hours – or one day
3. Which gas makes up most of the air we breathe?
Nitrogen
4. If you see a meteorologist on TV, what are they usually pointing at?
A weather map
5. Which river (the longest in Britain) has a wave that travels up it for miles at high tides?
The River Severn
6. What instrument do we use to learn if a person has a fever?
A thermometer
7. What are animals without a backbone called?
Invertebrates
8. Our galaxy is the same shape as what baked good?
Doughnut

Round 3 – Sport
1. Five new sports have been added for the Tokyo Olympics – name two of them.
Baseball/softball, karate, skateboarding, sport climbing and surfing
2. In what kind of sport would an athlete find themselves on top of a pommel horse?
Gymnastics
3. How many bases are there on a baseball field?
Four
4. In which sport could you get away with shouting ‘BOGEY’?
Golf
5. From which country does Samba dancing come?
Brazil
6. When climbing, where on your body would you wear crampons?
On your feet
7. Which flag is waved in motor racing to show the winner?
Black and white chequered flag
8. In netball, for what does WA stand?
Wing Attack

Round 4 – Pictures
1. Chris Hemsworth (Actor)
2. Vanessa Hudgens (Actor)
3. Rihanna (Singer)
4. Adam Sandler (Actor)
5. Prince William (Future King!)
6. Barack Obama (Former President of USA)
7. Cristiano Ronaldo (Footballer)
8. Cameron Diaz (Actor)
9. David Beckham (Footballer)
10. Kendall Jenner (Celebrity)

Round 5 – History
1. What came first; woolly mammoths or the Pyramids?
Woolly mammoths – although they existed at the same time for about 500 years before mam
moths went extinct.
2. Who was the “Lady with the Lamp” during the Crimean War?
Florence Nightingale
3. In what country did the Olympic Games start?
Greece
4. Who invented the telephone?
Alexander Graham Bell
5. What did Martin Luther King famously say he had?
A dream
6. What animal did Hannibal take over the Alps in 218 BC?
Elephants
7. What famous structure was built on Salisbury Plane in the third millennium BC?
Stonehenge
8. Which European capital city was divided by a wall between 1961 and 1991?
Berlin

Round 6 – True or False
1. Agatha Christie was one of the first Brits to try stand up surfing in Hawaii.
TRUE
She and her husband Archie gave it a go on a world tour to promote ‘The British Empire Exhibition’.
She said there was “nothing like that rushing through the water at what seems a speed of about
two hundred miles an hour.”
2. People in the UK drink more tea per person than anywhere else.
FALSE
Turkey consumes the most tea per person (3.1kg per year), with Ireland second (2.2kg) and UK
third (1.9kg).
3. Squirrels stop forests growing by eating acorns and other seeds.
FALSE
Squirrels are responsible for planting millions of extra trees each year because they forget where
they’ve buried their stores of acorns.
4. Your brain uses 50% of the calories you burn in a day.
FALSE
Your brain is marvellously efficient and runs entirely on glucose, unlike any other part of the body.
It requires only about 400 calories of energy a day — about the same as you get
in a big blueberry muffin. Try running your laptop for 24 hours on
a muffin and see how far you get...!

5. Enjoying a bath can have as positive an impact on your mental health as going for a run.
TRUE
A study by the University of Freiburg in Germany found that a regular 30-minute soak can
dramatically improve a person’s mental wellbeing. Of course, you can also try and do both!
6. Cows can’t recognise each other personally.
FALSE
Cows have dedicated friends that they spend day in and day out with, and they get stressed
when they are separated; it's also been proven that happier cows really do make more—and more
nutritious—milk.
7. Magnolia trees are pollinated by beetles.
TRUE
Magnolia trees are such an old species that they were actually on earth before bees even existed!
So, for thousands of years, they have relied on beetles to pollinate them and their beautiful
flowers.
8. Only one member of The Beach Boys liked to surf.
TRUE
Dennis Wilson, the drummer of ‘The Beach Boys’ was in actual fact, the only one of the whole band
to surf. He encouraged other members of the band to write about the sport, seeing as surfing was
getting cool.
9. In Switzerland, if you own a guinea pig, you aren’t allowed any other pets.
FALSE
In fact, it is illegal to own just one guinea pig; as they are social animals, they have to have a guinea
pig companion. Other animals are also protected: goldfish are also required to have at least one
tank-mate and cats must either live or have the opportunity to socialize with other cats on a
regular basis.
10. The French name for a pie chart is a Camembert chart.
TRUE
Italians and Brazilians call them pizza charts, while in Sweden it is called a cake chart and in
Germany, a tart chart.

Get everyone to add up their scores and send them through to the quizmaster. Then have everyone
show off their Super Creative creations! Who’s is the most impressive?
Scores will be out of 52 to start with, with an extra 5 points available for the Super Creativity Round.
Who are your winners? If you have a tie, perhaps you can all vote on who had the best team name, or
come up with a tie-break question!

